
Chapter 27
Challenges in Synthesizing Surrogate PHI
in Narrative EMRs

Amber Stubbs, Özlem Uzuner, Christopher Kotfila, Ira Goldstein,
and Peter Szolovits

Abstract Preparing narrative medical records for use outside of their originating
institutions requires that protected health information (PHI) be removed from the
records. If researchers intend to use these records for natural language processing,
then preparing the medical documents requires two steps: (1) identifying the PHI
and (2) replacing the PHI with realistic surrogates. In this chapter we discuss
the challenges associated with generating these realistic surrogates and describe
the algorithms we used to prepare the 2014 i2b2/UTHealth shared task corpus
for distribution and use in a natural language processing task focused on de-
identification.

27.1 Introduction

Before researchers can use electronic medical records (EMRs) outside of the
institution that generated the records, it is critical they remove all protected health
information (PHI) from the documents. In the United States, the Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) [12] provides “safe harbor” guidelines
which define what information is considered PHI. The list of PHI includes infor-
mation such as patient names, ID numbers, phone numbers, email addresses, and
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Admission Date :
06/07/99
Discharge Date :
06/13/1999

HISTORY OF PRESENT ILLNESS :

Mr. John Smithis a 60 year old male was
last admitted in early January to
Massachusetts General with chest pain.
He was attended by Dr. Burke, then later
treated by Dr. Amy Pagan and Luke Strauss,
RN.

Smith is a bartender who primarily works at
Publick House, but sometimes works week-
days at Cheers.

Admission Date :
06/10/72
Discharge Date :
06/16/2072

HISTORY OF PRESENT ILLNESS :

Mr. Thomas Bensonis a 60 year old male was
last admitted in early January to
Orlando Regional with chest pain.
He was attended by Dr. Newcomb, then later
treated by Dr. Yuridia Joy and Milo Brock,
RN.

Benson  is a  Food Service Manager who
primarily works at Ideal Industries, but some-
times works weekdays at JITB.

Fig. 27.1 A fabricated sample medical record before and after surrogate generation

so on. We refer to the process of removing PHI from EMRs as “de-identification”.
Researchers tasked with de-identifying EMRs face two challenges: (1) Identifying
all the PHI in a medical record, and (2) replacing the PHI with some type of
placeholder or surrogate.

In charts and other structured medical data, it may be sufficient to replace
a patient’s name with a generic placeholder such as “[**PATIENT NAME
12345**]”. However, in data that is intended to be read naturally, such as hospital
discharge summaries and correspondence between doctors, it is important that
the de-identification process maintains the discourse structure and readability of
the original text. This readability is important both for humans who may want to
make use of the text, but also for natural language processing systems that may use
the text for training.

We refer to replacing identified PHI with natural-sounding replacement data as
“surrogate generation”, though it is sometimes referred to as “re-identification”1

[23]. We maintain that the surrogate generation process should be implemented in
such a way that the replacement data retain the same forms as the original and, as
much as possible, the same internal temporal and co-reference relationships.

Figure 27.1 shows a sample record that has gone through the surrogate generation
process. The left side shows the “original” text (a medical record fabricated for this
chapter); the right side shows the processed record.

In this chapter we focus on the task of surrogate generation by discussing related
work (Sect. 27.2), the HIPAA definitions of PHI and whether they are sufficient for

1Somewhat confusingly, “re-identification” is also sometimes used to refer to determining a
person’s true identity from de-identified data [7], so we avoid that term for the remainder of this
chapter.
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true de-identification (Sect. 27.3), the data used for this case study (Sect. 27.4), and
the difficulties associated with generating realistic surrogate PHI in clinical data and
the approaches we took in generating surrogate PHI for the 2014 i2b22/UTHealth3

natural language processing (NLP) shared tasks (Sect. 27.5) [25, 30]. Finally, we
discuss potential errors introduced by the surrogate generation process (Sect. 27.6)
and the relationship between de-identification and surrogate generation (Sect. 27.7).

27.2 Related Work

Studies have shown that the majority of the U.S. population can be identified using
only their gender, date of birth, and ZIP code [10, 28]. Another recent study found
similar results for Canadian residents using records of people’s addresses over an
11 year period [7]. If a patient’s true identity were to be reconstructed from poorly
de-identified medical records, that breach of trust could potentially endanger future
research that relies on sharing de-identified medical records.

In order to test the efficacy of the 18 HIPAA categories for protecting patient
identities, Lafky et al. [17] performed a study to determine how easily de-identified
records could be linked back to the patient’s true identity. They obtained (with IRB
approval) a set of approximately 15,000 de-identified patient records. These patients
were all from a minority ethnic group, which the researchers thought would make
the identification process easier. They then obtained a list of individuals from a
commercial data repository; the list was matched to the ethnic group and geographic
area (the specifics of the information in this list were not discussed). They identified
unique patient records, and then matched them against the commercial data. Once
they thought a match was found, another team verified their guess against the
original records. In the end, only two patients of the 15,000 were correctly identified.
Lafky’s research demonstrates that eliminating or pseudonymizing the 18 HIPAA
categories of PHI makes the chance of determining patients’ true identities very
low, although not entirely impossible.

In a more recent study, Meystre et al. [22] explored whether doctors could
recognize their own patient’s de-identified notes. The authors used their own
automated system to remove PHI from recent clinical notes (1–3 months old), then
asked physicians to try to identify their patients. None of the doctors correctly
identified their patients.

These studies show that good recognition of PHI is critical for patient protection,
and indeed, much of the research in the area of EMR de-identification is in building
systems that locate and categorize PHI in EMRs. As Li et al. [19] recently noted,
Conditional Random Field algorithms (CRFs) [16] are a prominent approach to
finding PHI and similar tasks, such as named entity recognition. Gardner and Xiong

2Informatics for Integrating Biology and the Bedside.
3University of Texas Health Science Center at Houston.
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[8] report similar findings, and this observation was reinforced during the 2014
i2b2/UTHealth NLP shared task. This task featured a track on de-identifying clinical
narratives [25, 30], and of the top ten systems, five of them used CRFs to identify
PHI [24].

However, a CRF trained on gold-standard PHI data is not necessarily enough
for complete de-identification, as the results from the 2014 i2b2/UTHealth shared
task show [24], and researchers have been looking at other methods to improve
automated systems. Interesting recent approaches include augmenting models with
data from public medical texts [20] and clustering clinical narratives by complexity
prior to de-identification [19].

While PHI identification is a critical component of the surrogate generation
process, the focus of this chapter remains on surrogate generation itself. We refer
readers interested in de-identification systems to two recent review articles on the
subject: Kushida et al. [15] and Meystre et al. [21], as well as Chap. 26 in this
volume.

For the remainder of this chapter we focus our attention on surrogate generation
systems and procedures that researchers have used to de-identify authentic narrative
EMRs to make the records available for researchers outside their home institutions.
As we noted earlier, some datasets make use of generic placeholders or other
forms of obfuscation when removing PHI [1, 2, 8, 11, 13]. This chapter focuses on
surrogate generation techniques that preserve the readability of the natural language
found in the original documents, so the remainder of this section predominantly
examines surrogate generation systems in that paradigm, and the methods they used.

One of the first surrogate generation systems was Scrub [27], a system that
matched the format of the replacement text to the original text. For dates, Scrub
would group the detected dates to a point such as the first of the closest month. For
names, Scrub used a look-up table, so that the same name in the original file would
always be replaced with the same surrogate.

In creating the MIMIC II Clinical database, which is part of PhysioNet [9],
Clifford et al. [3] used a two-step approach. First, they used the system created
by Neamatullah et al. [23] to identify the PHI. Next, Neamatullah et al. describe
generating realistic surrogate PHI to test their de-identification system, but the final
version of the full MIMIC II corpus “scrubbed” the PHI by replacing the identified
PHI with placeholders in the format “[** (data) **]”. “(data)” represents either a
date-shifted piece of temporal information, or a marker to indicate what type of PHI
it replaced, such as “First name 213” or “Hospital 57”. Each set of patient records
(both narrative and tabular) has its own randomly-assigned date shift.

Douglass et al. [6] annotated PHI by hand and replaced them with realistic
surrogates in a set of 2646 nursing notes from MIMIC II. The authors state that
they shifted dates by a random number of weeks and years, while preserving days
of the week. They generated names by mixing and matching from a list of Boston
residents, and replaced locations with randomly selected small towns or, in the case
of hospitals and wards, with information about a fictitious hospital. They maintained
co-reference by making sure repeated mentions of the same authentic PHI were
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replaced by the same surrogate PHI. At the end of surrogate generation, a human
reviewed the suggested surrogates and had the option to modify the surrogate PHI
to ensure that it was reasonable.

Uzuner et al. [29] used an earlier version of the realistic surrogate generation
methodology we describe in this chapter, and one similar to that used by Douglass
et al. [5]. Specifically, for strings such as ID numbers and phone numbers, they
replaced the existing digits and letters with randomly-generated ones. For dates
they retained the relations between times by offsetting all dates in a record by
the same number of days, and ensured that the surrogate dates were properly
formatted. For names of people and places, they randomly generated names by
selecting syllables from existing names and mixing them together. Finally, to
deliberately introduce ambiguity into their surrogates, they replaced some of the
randomly-generated person names with medical terms, such as disease names and
interventions. Wemodified the system used by Uzuner et al. [29] to create the system
described in this chapter.

Deleger et al. [4] also used realistic surrogates. They generated surrogate names
by randomly selecting male, female, unisex, and surnames from lists compiled from
the US Census Bureau. They obfuscated phone numbers, ID numbers, and email
addresses by randomly selecting new digits or letters as needed. Deleger et al.
took a somewhat different approach to generating dates and locations than the other
surrogate generation projects we have discussed so far. Rather than date-shifting by
some amount of time or randomly selecting locations from a pre-existing list, they
used the PHI in the corpus itself to compile lists of the different types of locations
(streets, cities, etc) and different date formats (“November 2, 2013”, “4/27/03”).
Then, they shuffled dates and parts of locations between documents in the corpus.

Removing all PHI from a record and replacing it with surrogate information
protects patient privacy, but surrogate PHI is not always perfect. Yeniterzi et al., [31]
recently compared the performances of a machine learning-based de-identification
tool when trained and tested on different combinations of surrogate and authentic
(the authors refer to it as “original”) PHI. They found that when they trained the
system on surrogate (“resynthesized”) PHI, the system did not perform as well on
authentic PHI because of the regularization imparted by the surrogate generation
process.

In fact, the resynthesized-to-authentic model had the lowest performance of
the four comparisons they performed, with f-measures ranging from 0.47 to 0.81.
Authentic-to-authentic and resynthesized-to-resynthesized both did well (0.93–1.00
and 0.96–0.99, respectively), with the third-best performance on authentic-to-
resynthesized (0.78–0.89). The fact that the systems performed best when trained
on similar data suggests that, in order to provide the best out-of-the-box de-
identification on authentic records, de-id systems must either be trained on authentic
data (which is rarely possible) or that the resynthesized data must mimic natural
language as closely as possible.

Using realistic surrogates maintains the discourse structure of the documents
and helps train machine learning systems for de-identification of authentic PHI.
However, most papers that discuss systems that generate surrogate PHI dedicate
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only a paragraph or two to the surrogate generation process. In this chapter, we
present a solution that generates realistic surrogate PHI while maintaining both
coreference chains and temporal continuity within the narrative, and benefits from
human oversight for best results. The remainder of this chapter discusses our
surrogate generation method in detail, including the algorithms we used for certain
types of PHI, the difficulties posed by the narrative texts, and the need for human
intervention in the surrogate generation process. We hope that by creating better
surrogate PHI for publicly-available data sets that we can improve the performance
of de-identification systems designed on these data even on authentic medical
records.

27.3 PHI Categories

HIPAA defines 18 categories of PHI of “the [patients] or of relatives, employers, or
household members of the [patients],” that must be removed from medical records.4

These categories are described in Table 27.1.
As written, categories 1–17 do not include the names of doctors or other

medical personnel, names or locations of hospitals or medical facilities, or any other
information that identifies a person who is not a patient or directly related to the
patient.

However, in our experience with de-identifying medical records, and based on the
aforementioned studies on determining the real identity of individuals with minimal
information [7, 10, 28], we have found it beneficial to adopt a risk-averse policy
towards de-identification and surrogate generation. Our goal is to ensure patients’
privacy and to protect their identities, therefore it behooves us to make our best
effort to remove any of the information in a record that a malicious person could use
to identify a patient.

Consider the situation where an EMR mentions that a patient sees “Dr. Lau of
Belfast Hospital”, but upon investigation one can learn that not only does Dr. Lau
only see a few patients a year, she only treats patients with paranoid schizophrenia,
and she was only at Belfast Hospital from 2001–2002. In this case, information
about the doctor and the hospital, when triangulated with external knowledge from
other sources, could lead to patient identification.

To minimize such risks, we expand our definition of the HIPAA category 18 to
include the following:

• All person names in a document, including hospital staff and their user names;
• All locations, including states, countries, geographical areas (e.g., “The North-

east”), landmarks (e.g., “the Grand Canyon”), and non-generic hospital depart-
ments;

• Organizations (e.g., Simmons College, Google);
• All portions of dates, including years;

445 CFR 164.514.
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Table 27.1 HIPAA’s list of PHI categories

1. Names;
2. All geographic subdivisions smaller than a State, including street address, city, county,

precinct, zip code, and their equivalent geocodes, except for the initial three digits of a zip
code if, according to the current publicly available data from the Bureau of the Census:

a. The geographic unit formed by combining all zip codes with the same three initial digits
contains more than 20,000 people; and

b. The initial three digits of a zip code for all such geographic units containing 20,000 or
fewer people is changed to 000.

3. All elements of dates (except year) for dates directly related to an individual, including birth
date, admission date, discharge date, date of death; and all ages over 89 and all elements
of dates (including year) indicative of such age, except that such ages and elements may be
aggregated into a single category of age 90 or older;

4. Telephone numbers;
5. Fax numbers;
6. Electronic mail addresses;
7. Social security numbers;
8. Medical record numbers;
9. Health plan beneficiary numbers;
10. Account numbers;
11. Certificate/license numbers;
12. Vehicle identifiers and serial numbers, including license plate numbers;
13. Device identifiers and serial numbers;
14. Web Universal Resource Locators (URLs);
15. Internet Protocol (IP) address numbers;
16. Biometric identifiers, including finger and voice prints;
17. Full face photographic images and any comparable images;
18. Any other unique identifying number, characteristic, or code.

• Pager numbers;
• Any of the PHI types included in categories 4–17 that apply to people or

organizations other than the patient or the patient’s associates;
• Professions held by the patient or people associated with the patient (this does

not include the professions of the hospital staff);
• Any other information that potentially indicates a patient’s location or a specific

time in the document, such as references to historic events.

Figure 27.2 shows a fabricated medical record before surrogate generation;
Fig. 27.3 shows the same record after surrogate generation.

We generate surrogates for PHI in all of the HIPAA categories, including cate-
gory 18. The generated surrogates maintain co-reference between named entities
(e.g., people, locations) by replacing authentic PHI that occurs more than once
with the same surrogate, and they maintain temporal relationships by shifting all
the dates in a patient’s records forward by the same interval. We discuss specific
details of the surrogate generation process in the following sections, as well as
the issues surrounding generating appropriate surrogate information for all the PHI
categories, and the effect these surrogates have on certain types of medical research.
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Fig. 27.2 Fabricated EMR prior to surrogate generation; PHI are delineated with XML tags

27.4 Data

We developed and tested the surrogate generation algorithms described here over
years on two data sets: the 2006 and 2014 i2b2/UTHealth shared task corpora.
The 2006 corpus consists of 889 medical discharge summaries [29], which are
narrative descriptions of a patient’s hospital stay, written at the time of discharge.
The corpus contains 19,498 instances of PHI from eight PHI categories: patients,
doctors, locations, hospitals, dates, IDs, phone numbers, and ages [29].

The 2014 i2b2/UTHealth shared task corpus is made up of 1304 longitudinal
medical records (records that refer to the same patient over a period of time) for
296 patients [14]. In addition to discharge summaries, the 2014 corpus contains
other types of narrative medical records, such as inpatient notes and correspondence
between specialists and primary care physicians. The 2014 i2b2/UTHealth corpus
contains 28,872 instances of PHI [25], and uses the expanded list of PHI categories
we described in Sect. 27.3.

The 2006 corpus provided the original data on which the surrogate generation
algorithms were tested; we then refined the algorithms for use with the 2014 corpus,
as it contained a wider variety of both record types and PHI. The rest of this chapter
focuses on how we applied surrogate generation to the 2014 data set; a discussion of
the surrogate generation process on the 2006 data can be found in Uzuner et al. [29].

Both the 2006 and 2014 corpus files come from Partners Healthcare, and the
Institutional Review Boards (IRBs) of Partners Healthcare, Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, and the State University of New York at Albany approved the data
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Fig. 27.3 Fabricated EMR after surrogate generation; PHI are delineated with XML tags

preparation we describe here, as well as the release of this data under a Data Use
Agreement (DUA). The 2014 corpus data will be made available to researchers in
November 2015 from http://i2b2.org/NLP; the 2006 data is already available at the
same location.

27.5 Strategies and Difficulties in Surrogate PHI Generation

For many of the PHI categories, generating realistic surrogates is relatively simple.
For example, phone and fax numbers, URLs, email addresses, and ID or account
numbers (i.e., HIPAA categories 4–16), whether they are for patients or medical
staff, are usually alphanumeric strings of numbers, letters, and a few special
characters such as hyphens, parentheses, periods, and the ‘at’ character (@). In these
cases, it is simple to not only replace the authentic PHI with randomly-generated
surrogates, but it is also relatively easy to maintain co-references.

Figure 27.4 presents a summary of the algorithm we used to replace PHI
represented by numeric or alphanumeric sequences. By keeping track of the
category of each PHI, we were able to maintain co-reference between elements of
the same category without revealing similarities between PHI of different categories.
For example, given a document with the phone numbers (555) 123–4567 and
123–4567, as well as the medical record ID number 1234567, we can easily
maintain co-reference relationships between the two phone numbers, but we would

http://i2b2.org/NLP
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1. Isolate the string of numbers and digits; check to see if that string or a
substring already has a replacement in the appropriate PHI category.

2. Replace any digit by a randomly-generated digit.
3. Replace any lower-case or upper-case alphabetic character by a randomly-

generated lower-case or upper-case, respectively, alphabetic character.
4. Leave other characters and spacing alone.

Fig. 27.4 Generic algorithm for replacing alphanumeric strings

randomly replace the medical record ID digits without referring to the already-
replaced phone PHI.

Naturally, we implement more specific rules for various categories of PHI. For
example, phone numbers have a restriction that they cannot start with 0, and the
substring rule does not apply to medical record numbers or other account or ID
numbers. This replacement algorithm resulted in unrealistic email addresses and
URLs, however. For example: “rgs44@newhospital.org” might be replaced with
“bhg10@jrbsotnwwx.hrh”. Given the small number of email addresses and URLs in
the corpus, we generated surrogates for these by hand, though later implementations
of this system may involve more complex solutions to this problem, involving
matching pieces of addresses with names and hospitals found in the text.

While the algorithm in Fig. 27.4 is relatively simple, not all co-referent PHI are
so easily replaced. The remainder of this section addresses some of the challenges
we faced with replacing more complex PHI, as well as the approaches we took to
address them. We present these PHI in order of HIPAA categories that most closely
match them. Because we are discussing only text-based files, HIPAA categories 16
and 17 (biometrics and facial photographs) are not included in this discussion.

One challenging aspect of the 2014 i2b2/UTHealth NLP shared task corpus that
augmented the complexity of generating surrogate PHI is the longitudinal nature
of the records in the corpus. We mitigated the problem of cross-document co-
reference by merging all of the records for a single patient into a single file for the
purposes of surrogate generation. We then processed all of these records together,
thereby ensuring that co-references would not be lost between the patient’s records.
However, having multiple records per patient increased the potential for variations
and misspellings of co-referent PHI that our surrogate generator had to handle.

27.5.1 HIPAA Category 1: Names

As previously noted, the PHI in our corpus include the names of medical profes-
sionals in addition to patients and their relations. Names provide an interesting
challenge in surrogate generation because they can, and do, occur in many different
forms within the same document. Also, as previously noted, increasing the number
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of documents about a single patient correspondingly increases the number of co-
referent PHI. Over the course of multiple documents, a single patient could, for
example, be referred to as:

• Vasquez, Angela
• Angela Vasquez
• Angie
• Ms. Vasquez
• Angela M. Vasquez
• and various misspellings of these names, such as “Angel” or “Vazquez”.

Nicknames and misspellings are particularly tricky for an automated system to
catch. While it is likely that “Angie Vazquez” and “Angela Vasquez” are the same
person, it is also possible for these two names to refer to two different people, e.g.,
a patient and a doctor, something that human readers may be able to distinguish but
a simple surrogate generation system may not.

Another layer of challenge is that, in the i2b2 corpora, doctors often initial the
bottom of records to indicate they are complete, and sometimes add their hospital
system username after their own name. This means that in addition to maintaining
co-reference between full names, we needed to be able to identify initials and map
them appropriately to the full names, while differentiating them from acronyms that
may look exactly the same as these initials.

Finally, we wanted to maintain the genders of the names in the original
documents as much as possible. To help with this task, we obtained information
from the US Census Bureau and split the information into four dictionaries for
lookup: (1) surnames (2) female names (3) male names (4) unisex names. With this
resource, we approached surrogate name generation with the algorithm summarized
in Fig. 27.5.

Pre-mapping the letters of the alphabet to letters that we then used to select
surrogates had many advantages. First, it allowed us to deal easily with ambiguous
co-references in the text without having to make leaps of inference. For example,
Fig. 27.2 refers to Drs. Tillman and Thompkins. If at some point the narrative also
referred simply to “Dr. T.”, our system would not have to attempt to disambiguate
the reference. Since “Tilman” and “Tompkins” are both replaced with names starting
with the same letter (“C” in Fig. 27.3), the ambiguity in the original document is
maintained in the surrogate as well. Similarly, the alphabetic mappings allowed us
to easily replace initials and usernames without having to infer which doctor might
have signed the document.

While overall this algorithm worked fairly well, there were a few problems
with certain circumstances. First, we lacked sufficient support for nicknames and
misspellings, and so this type of co-reference had to be corrected by hand. Future
implementations will utilize a nickname dictionary as well as some rules involving
Levenshtein distances [18], which will help identify small errors or misspellings.
Second, randomly creating mappings for letters sometimes led to situations where
a letter that occurs commonly in names, such as S, would be mapped to a letter that
is much less common, such as X, meant that our dictionary would sometimes be
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1. Given a record or set of records for a single patient, create two randommappings
between letters in the alphabet: one for given names (first, middle) and one for
last names (i.e., A mapped to R, B mapped to E, etc.).

2. For each PHI in the name category, normalize the format into categories that
correspond with first name, middle name(s), surname, and suffix.

a. Check to see if any of these PHI have already been mapped to surrogates.
b. If they have, use those mappings.
c. If they have not:

i. Check against the name dictionaries to determine if the name is most
likely male, female, unisex, or a surname.

ii. Use the alphabet mapping for the appropriate name type to randomly
select a new surrogate. For example, if “Angela” is determined to be
female and A is mapped to R for this document, select a new name
from the female dictionary that begins with R.

3. If the name cannot be normalized, assume it is a set of initials and replace them
based on the alphabetic mappings. If the name is a username (initials followed
by numbers), map the initials and generate random surrogate numbers.

4. Place the new PHI/surrogate mappings in a lookup table.

Fig. 27.5 Algorithm for generating replacement names

forced to re-use the same surrogates for different PHI. This lack of names starting
with certain letters potentially added co-references and/or ambiguity where none
existed in the original file. One solution to this would be to set the letter to letter
mappings to roughly follow distributions of the census data, though this approach
could potentially lead to a PHI leak, as it would reveal information about the
authentic PHI.

Finally, randomly selecting first, middle, and last names from dictionaries
sometimes leads to extremely improbable surrogate names, especially if the system
fails to accurately categorize a name as a given name or a surname. One notable
example from an early test of our surrogate system led to the creation of a doctor
named “Pagan Trout”. Unfortunately, Dr. Trout was not included in the final
i2b2/UTHealth corpus.

27.5.2 HIPAA Category 2: Locations

The different location types we addressed were: countries, states, ZIP codes, cities,
streets, hospitals, organizations, hospital departments, room numbers, and other
locations, such as landmarks and geographic regions.

With the exception of ZIP codes, which we changed by using the algorithm
in Fig. 27.4 to generate surrogate PHI for locations we created pre-compiled lists
of different location types, and randomly selected from those when generating
surrogates. However, we had to implement special rules for certain location types.
For example, it is common for hospital names to take many different forms in even
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a single medical record. “Massachusetts General Hospital” might be referred to by
its full name, as “Mass. General”, as “Mass. Gen.” or simply as “MGH”. Therefore,
the algorithm for hospital name replacement looked for possible abbreviations and
modified the surrogate output to match the format of the original PHI.

We included hospital department names in our list of PHI in order to ensure that
a hospital could not be identified by a department name that is unique. We made
department names less identifiable by mapping them to a list of generic department
names. For example, the department of “anesthesia, critical care, and pain medicine”
would become “anesthesiology”. We left alone department names that were already
generic (i.e., “Emergency Department”, “Oncology”). Any department that could
not be mapped to a more generic version we adjusted by hand.

We also needed to correct demonyms (name for persons from a country or other
location) by hand, as the software did not check for them. If a person were described
as “from Armenia” in one EMR and “Armenian” in another, we would check to
make sure that the surrogate country of origin was the same in both EMRs, and that
the demonym took the appropriate form.

27.5.3 HIPAA Category 3: Dates and Ages

One of the tasks in the 2014 i2b2/UTHealth challenge involved a temporal analysis
of each patient’s medical records, and so we prioritized maintaining the temporal
relationships between all the dates in a patient’s set of records while still obfuscating
the authentic dates in the record. We did this by shifting all the dates in a record into
the future by the same interval, but randomly selecting the interval for each new
patient. Thus we were able to maintain continuity for each patient without revealing
any identifiable dates.

In order to shift all the dates in a patient’s records consistently, we first had to
identify all of the dates in the records and convert them to a standard format. While
co-reference is not a problem with dates in the way that it is with names, converting
dates to a standard format still poses a challenge. A date such as “September 29,
2013” is easy to parse and standardize to 2013-09-29, but many other formats
are more difficult to interpret. For example, if the same date were represented as
09/29/2013 we could easily tell that the format is mm/dd/yyyy, as “2013” is not
a valid month or day, and “29” is not a valid month. However, the date 11/10/13
is ambiguous. While the “13” represents the year in most date formats, whether
the “11” represents the 11 month or the 11th day is unclear. For our system, we
first introduced logical constraints: a month cannot be a number greater than 12,
and a day cannot be greater than 31. In cases where this logic did not help, such
as “11/10/13”, we assumed a mm/dd/yy representation, which is more common in
America where these records originated. In order to interpret the year, we assumed
that any two-digit year of 20 or less applied to the twentyfirst century, while years
ending in 21 through 99 applied to the twentieth century.
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An ambiguity that we found less easy to resolve was that of two-integer dates,
such as “04/03”. Even if we assume the American convention that this date
represents April 3rd rather than March 4th, we are still left with the possibility that
the date could represent April of 2003. Our manual review of these dates in the
original texts revealed that both uses of that format (i.e., mm/dd or mm/yy) occur in
the patient records, and we could not implement a rule to automatically shift these
dates. In the end, our system marked these dates as ambiguous and a human had to
interpret and shift them manually.

Other dates, such as named holidays (i.e., Christmas, Halloween) we mapped
to calendar dates whenever possible. Any date that could not be converted into a
standard format we marked as “unknown” and left to human interpretation. Most
often, these were cases where the dates were malformed, such as “4/301999”, which
is missing a/between the day and the year.

Once the system converted all of the dates that it could to a standard format,
the system performed a check on the span of identified dates, to make sure that the
difference between the earliest and latest date is less than 90 years. This check is
motivated by the HIPAA requirement that ages over 89 be obfuscated. If the ages in
a document are already annotated, identifying the ones that are over 89 is trivial; our
system changed all the ages over 90 to “90” and left the other ages alone. However,
if a patient is over 89 and the file lists their birth date and the current date, it would
be easy to infer their actual age if all the dates are shifted consistently. Therefore, if
the span of dates in a document is over 90 years, the system identified the earliest
dates and shifted them more years into the future than the other dates in the records.

Finally, the system randomly selected the number of years and days that it would
use to shift the dates in the record. We limited the number of years that dates could
be shifted forward to 65 years plus or minus a maximum of 20 years for the 2014
i2b2/UTHealth corpus. The number of days we shifted the dates could be positive
or negative, and we calculated this number by determining the maximum number of
days the dates could be shifted in a direction without changing the season of any of
the dates, then selecting a random number between one and the maximum. The day
shift also acted as the month shift: if we shifted all the days back by seven, October
1st would become September 24th.

However, this method of date shifting also introduces its own potential sources
for error. Consider a medical record that contains the statement “he will schedule
a follow-up for January”. The medical implication of this phrase is changed
drastically if the record is dated December 24th (implying that the patient needs
to be seen mere weeks, or even days, after that visit) or January 3rd (implying that
the patient is anticipated to be fine for another year). If our date-shifting algorithm
keeps the date on the record to be sometime in December, then “January” can
be unchanged without drastically changing the implied medical condition of the
patient. However, if “December 24th” becomes “January 9th”, and the mention of
the “follow-up in January” remains unchanged, then the patient’s implied condition
goes from being in need of close monitoring to safe for another year.

Any isolated mention of a month has the same problem. Our system addressed
this problem by assigning a hidden day-of-the-month variable to the unanchored
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months and giving that variable the value of “15”. Then it applied the normal date-
shifting algorithm, and the month would shift to the next one if the day-shift pushed
it into the next month. So, given the above example with “December 24” and the
following “January”, if the date-shift value was set to 17 then the new dates would
be “January 8” and “February”, because the “hidden” 15th of January would become
February 1st. If the date-shift was less than 17, then January would remain January.
However, any forward date-shift less than seven would mean that the December
date would remain in December, so keeping “January” unchanged would be the
appropriate action.

Our method for dealing with unanchored months is not foolproof and can add
errors into the surrogate text. For example, if the original dates were “August 2” and
“the following September”, if the dates were shifted forward by 16 days, the results
would be “August 18” and “the following October”, due to the hidden variable “15”.
An ideal approach would be to implement a system that uses the surrounding context
to infer the year in which the unanchored month took place. Unfortunately, the task
of assigning calendar dates to temporal phrases in medical records is no mean feat.
The 2012 i2b2 NLP shared task focused on temporality in clinical texts, and the
best-performing system had a 0.9 f-measure for identifying temporal expressions,
but only achieved 0.73 for accuracy of the attribute values, which included the day,
month, and year for identified dates [26].

27.5.4 HIPAA Category 18: Other Potential Identifiers

Additionally, we had to address information in the documents that did not fall into
the PHI categories we described above, but that still had the potential to compromise
information about a patient. Some EMRs contain references to specific events that
the patient took part in, such as “injured during Superstorm Sandy” or “enrolled
in HEART-FAB study”. This type of information we usually removed entirely, or
modified to be less identifiable. “Injured during Superstorm Sandy” could have
become “Injured during last week’s thunderstorm”.

27.5.4.1 Professions

As previously discussed, we included patient’s professions in the expanded set of
PHI categories. The algorithm we used to generate surrogates for professions was
relatively simple: we either selected a new, random profession from a pre-compiled
list, or we used a surrogate that had already been selected for the same PHI. From
a software perspective, this was easy to implement, but viewing professions as PHI
posed a challenge that ultimately had to be handled through human intervention.

A person’s profession can influence their health risks and outcomes. For example,
people whose occupations involve construction or other building-related work,
such as electricians and plumbers, are more likely to be exposed to asbestos,
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and therefore those workers are more at risk for mesothelioma than others.5 The
relationship between medical outcomes and professions led us to attempt to assign
new professions with roughly the same types of medical risks, thus preserving
anonymity without entirely losing potential medical causalities. Similarly, the job
held by a patient’s relative occasionally impacted the medical record. For example,
a record might state “Patient’s daughter is a registered nurse who will help him
monitor his blood pressure and blood sugar.” Changing “registered nurse” to
“lawyer” or another non-medical profession would make the sentence less logical,
while supplying “doctor” or “medical aide” as a replacement would maintain the
logic of the narrative. Our surrogate system did not implement a job hierarchy, and
so we did this portion of the surrogate generation by hand where necessary.

27.6 Errors Introduced by Surrogate PHI

Wemade every effort to maintain the continuity of patient’s medical histories so that
researchers could still use the files for medical NLP. However our prioritization of
patient privacy required us to make decisions that fundamentally changed the nature
of the corpus.

By shifting each patient’s records by different intervals and by randomizing the
locations in the text, we rendered the documents useless for epidemiological studies,
as researchers cannot use the data to infer trends based on shared locations and
points in time. Errors in date-shifting can lead to creating mistakes in patients’
own timelines, and if the system mistakenly generates different surrogates for
entities that are co-referent, information about the patient is again lost. Similarly,
substituting professions, even ones of similar types, may remove relevant job-related
risk factors. Finally, any modifications to a text can result in unrealistic narratives in
the form of incorrect determiners, verb tenses, and other grammatical errors.

Having a human review and edit the output can help reduce some of these
errors, such as lost co-references and grammatical issues, but this is a time-
consuming process and may not be possible for most research teams focused on
de-identification.

27.7 Relationship Between De-identification and Surrogate
Generation

The task of a de-identification algorithm should be to identify PHI, not to obliterate
it. This is because obliteration (e.g., by replacement by a marker such as “[**

5http://www.asbestos.com/occupations/.

http://www.asbestos.com/occupations/
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NAME 33 **]”) destroys information about the original format of that PHI. This
information is crucial for generating realistic surrogates.

Furthermore, a surrogate generation system may be able to do a better job
in generating surrogates if it has access to the features, patterns, and dictionary
memberships that the de-identification system used to detect the PHI. Otherwise,
it may need to re-do some of the work already accomplished by the de-identifier.
Our experience also shows that determining accurate co-references in the original
data would be a good step toward creating consistent surrogates. We have described
some fairly ad hoc methods for doing this, but a more general purpose method that
itself uses machine learning techniques to build models that identify co-reference
might be more effective. It does seem that, contrary to our initial expectations, it
is not necessarily optimal to factor de-identification and surrogate generation into
separate sequential tasks, connected only by a narrow stream of PHI annotations.

27.8 Conclusion

In this chapter we have presented some methods and algorithms for approaching
the task of realistic surrogate generation for narrative EMRs, and discuss some of
the specific approaches we used when creating the de-identified dataset for the 2014
i2b2/UTHealth NLP shared tasks.

In the United States, HIPAA regulations require that researchers can only release
medical records for research purposes if each patient has given consent or if the
records have been de-identified in order to protect patient privacy. By removing
authentic PHI and replacing them with realistic surrogates, we attempt to maintain
the narrative structure of the original records. Our method for surrogate generation
tackles PHI categories one at a time, and follows different mechanisms for
generating appropriate surrogates for each kind. It respects co-reference, maintains
ambiguities that naturally exist in the original data, but does not resolve them. It aims
to minimize the ambiguities that appear as artifacts of the process. Our experiences
show that while automated methods provide a good start at surrogate generation,
manual review and human intervention makes surrogates natural. Nonetheless, a
general method for surrogate generation comes with a cost—it can invalidate the
data for some purposes. In our case, the date shifting choices make epidemiology
research on this data untenable.

Future work in this area will need to focus on both identifying text that falls
under HIPAA category 18 and developing reasonable surrogates for that information
without removing important information about each patient’s health. A resource that
groups occupations by similar health risks could potentially help with this problem.
Improved systems for detecting co-reference, especially ones that can account for
misspellings and nicknames, would also benefit this area of research.
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